M's Nanocrystal Jacket -18A4010

--Features--

* M's 3L high-performance climbing jacket with ergonomic cut
* Asymmetric CF zipper providing comfort at chin
* Hood visor with moldable and soft construction for a better fit around forehead
* Hood adjustments for opening, width and height
* Laser-cut and welded zipper for a smart and neat look
* Bellow design along side seam giving extra volume for chest pockets
* Sleeve pocket for ID card or small items
* Long armpit vents for releasing body heat
* Inner power mesh and zipper pockets for personal belongings

Fabric: 18W-1001
Composition:
taffeta P20d 60G Jersey
Finish: 20K/44K
M’s Nanocrysal Jacket –18A4010

Features:
- M’s 3L high-performance climbing jacket with ergonomic cut
- Asymmetric CF zipper providing comfort at chin
- Hood visor with moldable and soft construction for a better fit around forehead
- Hood adjustments for opening, width and height
- Laser-cut and welded zipper for a smart and neat look
- Bellow design along side seam giving extra volume for chest pockets
- Sleeve pocket for ID card or small items
- Long armpit vents for releasing body heat
- Inner power mesh and zipper pockets for personal belongings

Fabric: 18W-1002  
Composition: 100% Nylon  
Finish: DWR 80/10
W’s Nanoporous Jacket –18A4011

Fabric: 18W-1003
Composition: 100% Nlyon Rib-stop
Finish: PD+WR+WP 20K +MVP 20K

Features:
* W’s 3L high-performance mountaineering jacket with ergonomic cut
* Asymmetric CF zipper providing comfort at chin
* Hood visor with moldable and soft construction for a better fit around forehead
* 2-way hood adjustments with a self-packing hook system at back
* Laser-cut and welded zipper for a smart and neat look
* Chest pocket for ID card or small items
* Pleat design giving extra volume for side pockets
* Long armpit vents for releasing body heat
* 2 in 1 inner power mesh and zipper pocket for personal belongings
W's 3L high-performance mountaineering jacket with ergonomic cut
* Asymmetric CF zipper providing comfort at chin
* Hood visor with moldable and soft construction for a better fit around forehead
* 2-way hood adjustments with a self-packing hook system at back.
* Laser-cut and welded zipper for a smart and neat look
* Chest pocket for ID card or small items
* Pleat design giving extra volume for side pockets
* Long armpit vents for releasing body heat
* 2 in 1 inner power mesh and zipper pocket for personal belongings

Fabric: 18W-1004
Composition: 100% Polyester Rib-stop
Finish: DWR10/70~80%
WP=10000m/m;
M/P=10000g/m
W's lightweight climbing jacket made from high quality fabric with gentle hand feel
* Front and back princess lines emphasize the feminine silhouette
* Contrasting flat-lock stitching gives a vivid look
* Using 3L fabric at chest pocket and side pocket flap to make a simple look
* Brushed tricot at inner collar and pocket bags to increase comfort
* Triangle laser cut eyelets with decorated films at hem provide a high performance look
* Elastic binding at cuff with thumb holes to fit the body perfectly
-Features-

* M’s climbing pants without excessive cutting lines to make a simple look
* Darts at knee for articulation and provide a better movement
* Pockets with welded workmanship to make a clean look
* Waist band with elastic velcro and woven webbing to provide a better fit
* Reflective films at back pocket opening and laser cut holes at thigh pocket to increase the visibility in the dark
* Hem adjustment with one hand used cord lock to make it easier to adjust

Fabric: 18W-1008
Composition: 91% N66 + 9% Lycra
Finish: DWR CORDURA FITLON-WF + Durable ANTI-UV

M’s Nanopore Pant -18B4033
**Features**

* M's softshell hiking jacket with hood  
* Lightweight stretch fabric with WR treatment to regulated the body heat while wearing  
* Geometrical cutting lines with contrast color zippers and trims gives a vivid look  
* Chest pocket and side pockets to put personal belongings  
* Welded cord lock at front hood and laser cut eyelets with decorated films to make a neat look and comfortable use  
* Back hood and hem adjustment system provide a better fit  
* Elastic binding at cuff with thumb holes can cover the palm perfectly

**Fabric:** 18W-1012  
**Composition:** 5% Polyester + 31% Nylon + 44% Cordura + 11% Lyocell + 9% Spandex  
**Finish:** DWR
M’s Nanogold Jacket - 18A4015

2018 Summer Collection

–Features–

* M’s hybrid lightweight seamless trekking jacket
* A combination of 2.75L and 3L fabric providing essential performance and comfort
* One-piece moldable hood visor with adjustable eyelets for a snug fit
* Wide chest pockets with different construction giving the right amount of volume
* Easy accessible cuff and hem adjustment preventing heat loss and water invasion
* Facings covered with film for reinforcement and decoration

Fabric: 18W-1009
Composition: 100% Nylon
Finish: 10K/10K
**Features**

* W's hybrid lightweight seamless trekking jacket
* A combination of 2.5L and 3L fabric providing essential performance and comfort
* One-piece moldable hood visor with welded adjusters for a snug fit
* Side pockets with half overlap construction giving the right amount of volume
* Easy accessible cuff and hem adjustment preventing heat loss and water invasion
* Facings covered with film for reinforcement and decoration

Fabric: 18W-1010  
Composition: 100% Nylon  
Finish: PD+WR+2.5L  
(Lamination 10K/10K)

Fabric: 16W-1056  
Composition: 100% Nylon Rib-stop  
Finish: WR+  
WP=10000m/m;  
M/P=50000g/m
M’s Nanotube shorts – 18B4028

Fabric: 18W-1015
Composition:
82% Nylon + 18% Spandex Plain
Finish: PD + DWR: 20/80% + ANTI-UV50

-Features-
* M’s cycling shorts made from stretchy nylon fabric
* Using YKK #3 CONCEAL® with staydown puller at thigh pocket to prevent the pullers slip down during long distance riding
* Laser cut holes with reflective films to release body heat and moisture
* Elastic band at waist for better fit and easy to wear
* Reflective details at side seams, and back for safety concern
* Small inner pocket at back waist to put ID card or small items

2018 Summer Collection
-Features-

* M’s 2L rain jacket made from ultra-light stretchy fabric with luminous membrane
* Minimal cutting lines give a clean look
* Using YKK #3 LUMIFINE® zipper at center front to work in concert with the main fabric
* Simple and lightweight hood with exposed hood adjustment system for a better fit around the head
* The whole garment can be stored into chest pocket as a small pack
* Cuffs and hem with elastic binding provide a better fit and great comfort
* Reflective films at front shoulder seams, arm and back for safety concern
* Ventilation system at back to release body heat while running

Fabric: 18W-1016
Composition: 100% PU(Face)
/100% Polyester(Back)
Finish: WP: 2000 mm H20

M’s Biosilve shorts –18A4019
- Features -

* M’s 2L rain jacket made from ultra-light stretchable fabric with gentle hand feel
* Minimal cutting line gives a clean look
* Using YKK #3 reversible coil zipper with silver reflective film at center front for safety concern and giving a stylish look
* Simple and light-weight hood with exposed hood adjustment for good function and a nice fit
* The garment can be stored into chest pocket as a small pack.
* Cuffs and hem with elastic binding providing a better fit and great comfort
* Reflective films at front shoulder seams, arm and back for safety concern
* Ventilation system at back to release body heat while running

Fabric: 18W-1017
Composition: 100% Nylon 150D Plain
with Embossed + PU Lamination
Finish: PD + WP:10K +MVP:30K

M’s Biosilve shorts –18A4019
**Features**

- **M’s 3L reversible golf jacket providing two different looks**
- Using waterproof and lightweight stretch fabric with fully seams taped providing great stretchability
- Contrast color zippers giving the jacket a vivid look
- Laser cut and welded chest pocket bag with #3 invisible zip for storage
- Cuffs and hem with elastic binding provide a better fit and great comfort
- Reflective films at front waist cutting line for safety concern
- Extended chin protector at both sides to avoid zipper getting stuck by the fabric

**Specifications**

- Fabric: 18W-1018
- Composition: 100% Polyester
- 3L Softshell with TPU Membrane

*M’s Nanocell Jacket – 18A4020*
M’s Nanowires Shirt – 18A4021

- Features -
  * M’s golf shirt with stretch fabric provide a better fit
  * Welded placket at front and laser cut button holes with reflective films to make a low profile look
  * Reflective films at front to increase the visibility in the dark
  * Welded and laser cut collar, cuffs and hem to make a high-performance look
  * The reflective logo at left arm for safety concern

Fabric: 18W-1015
Composition: 82% Nylon + 18% Spandex Plain
Finish: PD + DWR: 20/80% + ANTI-UV50

Golf
-Features-

* M’s 3L urban long coat combines minimalist style with total performance
* Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort
* Wind flap with snap closures
* Single back vent allow freedom of movement
* Laminated hem for a clean and neat look
* Adjustable cuffs with snaps give a low profile look

Fabric: 18W-1019
N100 20K/10K
Toray
W's Nanofilt Coat–18A4023

Features:

* W's 3L urban long coat combines minimalist style with total performance
* Underarm panel with radial cut for better movement
* Adjustable hood with front brim for all weather protection
* Wind flap with snap closures
* Single back vent allow freedom of movement
* Laminated hem for a clean and neat look
* Left princess cutting line with concealed pocket to put ID card and small items

Fabric: 18W-1020
Composition:
90% Nylon + 10% Spandex (2-way)
Finish: DWR: 70~80%
WP: 10000m/mm
MVP: 10000g/m

2018 Summer Collection
Features:

* M’s padding vest made by lightweight nylon fabric with special camouflage pattern
* Stretch fabric at side panels to make a better fit and movement
* Mesh ventilation system at center back for releasing body heat
* Extended flap at center front provides a clean look
* Chest pocket with laser cut opening to put personal belongings
* Elastic binding around armhole and hem provides a better fit

Fabric: 18W-1021
M’s Nanoe Raincoat–18A4024

**Features**

* W’s 2.5L urban long coat with concise cut for rambling in the city
* Simple and lightweight hood adjustment for effective use
* Mesh fabric under upper part of the jacket for great ventilation during the hot summer day
* Side pockets with bellows to give extra volume
* Reflective films at back for safety concern
* Adhesive welded cuff with soft elastic at wrist providing comfort and a better fit

Fabric: 18W-1022
Composition: N100 rip-stop
Finish: 20K/21K

2018 Summer Collection
-Features-

* W's 2.5L urban long coat with concise cut for rambling in the city
* Simple and lightweight hood adjustment for effective use
* Mesh fabric under upper part of the jacket for great ventilation during the hot summer day
* Side pockets with bellows to give extra volume
* Reflective films at back for safety concern
* Adhesive welded cuff with soft elastic at wrist providing comfort and a better fit

Fabric: 18W-1023
Composition: 100% Nylon
Finish: PD+WR+2.5L (Lamination 5K/5K)